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Editorial Policy
Benchmarks is published bimonthly by New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Unless copyrighted, ar-
ticles may be reprinted in other professional publications provided that proper attribution is made to the 
author and to this publication.  All submissions are welcome and should be made directly to the editor 
at barryphillips.pls@gmail.com.  Submission of an article does not guarantee publication.  We reserve 
the right to edit all submitted material, and no material will be returned.  The opinions expressed are 
those of the author and are not necessarily those of NMPS, its officers, members, or associates.  

EDITORIAL
Thanks once again to all our contributors to this edition.  We certainly do not lack any talent when it comes 
to putting this publication together.  We would like to see more New Mexico survey news and just a friendly 
reminder that a published article is worth 10 CEU’s toward biennial license renewal.

Doug Critchfield once again put his points across masterfully.  Having been schooled in the metric system 
since the early 60’s, I find it easy to agree with Doug’s views of a “metric” America. It makes perfect sense to 
use the metric system and indeed NGS has embarked on this usage decades ago.  All State Plane Coordinates 
are published in meters only and it was only with the individual State’s requests that either the survey foot or 
international foot coordinates are published alongside metric values.  All the latest definitions and constants for 
the various elements of  datums are published in meters for calculation purposes.

As for the Soccer World Cup in South Africa and the support for Team USA, all I can say is that if that sort of 
spirit was present in the drive towards metrication, then we will get there a lot sooner than one can envisage.  
I was surprised to learn that the most ticket sales for the World Cup originated in the USA and the USA fans 
were the most vociferous and enthusiastic according to local reports.    The only problem that I can foresee is 
that  the unit of liquid measure may be changed to the “vuvuzela”, that dreaded and despised so-called musical 
instrument being the cause of the constant audible buzz during all the games.    The only other obstacle  to using 
the meter would be on the agreement of the spelling, being meter, or metre..... but I digress.

Thanks to John Stahl for his contribution regarding the new look for the Four Corners Monument, together 
with some amazing pictures to tell the story.  I think that the way the survey profession got involved has 
brought about a much greater understanding of what surveying is all about.  Well done to all of those involved 
in getting the story out.  

Thanks again to Tim Burrows, Cooper Aerial Surveys Co., for more amazing photos to be found in this 
issue.  

I do not know who is following who around, but the article by Geoff Miller in this issue got my attention due 
to the fact that I did some work along the Erie Canal this summer (remember I had been in West Virginia when  
his article about surveying in West Virginia appeared in a recent issue). Geoff gives us  another great account 
of the history of W. & L. E. Gurley in the Upper New York Region.  

It is good to see that the good professor from the NMSU Emeritus Faculty is still active in doing a great deal 
of good work regarding the CORS Survey Station on the NMSU Campus.   Thank you, Earl, and keep up the 
good work.  We look forward to hearing some more about the young talent from NMSU and wish them luck in 
their studies and the upcoming National Students Surveying Contest.  Thanks to Lee Wilson for the contribu-
tion in this issue.

Barry
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Recently I attended the TSPS Convention in 
Houston which was held at the Westin Galleria 
Hotel.  The hotel is actually attached to the Galleria 
Mall.  I wonder if that hurt the attendance in the 
exhibit hall. The convention was a success and I 
would like to congratulate outgoing president Alan 
McLain for a job well done.

While at the luncheon on Friday the discussion 
around our table turned to the younger generation 

President’s Angle
2010 NMPS President

Gary Eidson, PS      October 2010

of  surveyors and the difference in their work ethic compared to the older generation.  I personally began 
to notice this change about ten years ago and believe that there are several reasons for the difference.  One 
thought at the table was that you could change that work ethic based on how you mentor them.  A surveyor 
from the Houston area asked me if I was a survey guru to anyone in my office.  Well I had never thought 
of myself as a survey guru.  I had always reserved that term for David Leadbetter the great golf instructor.  
Here is how I remember the joke that started the discussion around the table.

 Okay, so this young, aspiring surveyor works hard to climb to the top of the sacred   
 mountain, where the wise old surveyor guru is supposed to tell him the secret to being a   
 great surveyor.  
  
	 When	the	young	surveyor	reaches	the	top	of	the	mountain,	he	finds	an	old		 surveyor	with		
 a long gray beard, sitting high upon his perch, and says, “Oh, wise one, I’ve been told   
 that you know the secret to becoming a successful surveyor.”  

 “Why yes, there are actually three secrets to becoming a successful surveyor,” says the   
 guru, while handing the young surveyor a paper bag.

 The young surveyor looks into the bag to see a pair of glasses, a jar of talcum powder   
 and a package of laxatives.  Confused, he says to the guru “I don’t understand?”   
 
 “Put on the glasses,” explains the guru.  “You will always appear intelligent.     
 Rub the powder into your hair to add some gray so that you will appear distinguished.    
 And take the laxative. You will always appear sincere and concerned!”
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Being a surveying guru to someone means taking them under your wing with the hopes of passing 
along skills, knowledge, and wisdom from one person to another.  The guru is more than likely 
someone who has “been there, done that” and is usually older and more experienced.  A guru helps 
with and guides the young surveyor’s development. This guidance should not be done for personal 
gain. The young surveyor may work for you yet he or she may not.  As a guru, you want to remain 
accessible and not hidden atop your sacred mountain. You’ll want to show interest when the young 
surveyor occasionally brings her problems to you asking for advice.  If the young surveyor does 
happen to work for you then don’t be surprised if someday he leaves your firm to go on to bigger and 
better things, possibly reaching greater professional heights than you.  

As a guru you should strive to make certain that you pass on to others some of the hard-earned lessons 
you have encountered along the way, along with some of the bedrock values that perhaps your guru 
shared with you many years ago.  It’s a nice way of knowing that part of you and what you are all 
about will continue into the next generation.   Δ       
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NMSU CORS Station Installation 

Earl F. Burkholder, PS, PE
NMSU Emeritus Faculty

October 6, 2010

The continuously operating reference station (CORS) at NMSU is now a fact.  The final components were 
installed and connected in August 2010.  Initial data have been tested by the National Geodetic Survey 
(NGS) and found to be “very good.”  Upon completion of their formal qualifying process, daily solutions 
will be developed and the NMSU CORS will be available as part of the NGS CORS network.  The NMSU 
CORS was established as part of a joint proposal with the Texas Spatial Reference Center and a Height 
Modernization Program grant funded by the NGS of Silver Spring, Maryland.  

NGS criteria (http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/PUBS_LIB/CORS_guidelines.pdf ) for locating a CORS antenna 
include, but are not limited to:

Stability.  The antenna must be located such that there is reasonable expectation that it will not •	
move.
Permanence.  The location of a CORS antenna should reasonably be expected to remain valid for •	
at least 15 years.  
Sky visibility. – lack of obstacles is important for eliminating the possibility of signal multi-path •	
as received from the GPS satellites.
Radio frequency interference.  While the GPS signal is robust, it is not a strong signal.  Other radio •	
frequency sources in the immediate area are to be avoided.
One story masonry structure.  If a building mount (as opposed to a ground-based monument) is •	
used, buildings with steel frames, metal roofs, and two or more stories are to be avoided.
Reliable power and internet access. •	

    
Several pictures accompany this article.  Picture 1 shows the antenna and mast with the Organ Mountains 
in the far background.  “A” Mountain appears in the near background with a communications tower on the 
crest.  NGS station “Tortugas” is an NGS 3-D control point on top of A Mountain and lies just to the left of 
the tower.  North orientation of the antenna for the NMSU CORS Station was based upon a solar-derived 
azimuth to the tower.  The angle between “Tortugas” and the tower was also measured and, once reduced 
to geodetic azimuths, the two were consistent within 40 seconds of arc.

Picture 2 shows the mast bolted to the side of the Wind Tunnel Research building on the NMSU campus.  
The building has been there over 20 years and the walls are solid concrete.  The antenna mast is bolted 
directly to the east face of the building and does not affect any part of the actual building roof.  The parapet 
rises above the non-metal roof about 30 inches.  No multipath obstructions or RF interference have been 
detected.  

Picture 3 shows persons gathered on the roof of the Wind Tunnel Research Building on December 11, 2009 
for the purpose of confirming selection of the site.  The photo was taken with Burkholder’s camera by  
Kim Parkey, shop supervisor for fabrication of the mast.  
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Picture 1 - 
NMSU CORS 
Antenna 

Picture 3 - Partial Crew, from 
left: 

Earl F. Burkholder, (Princi-
pal Investigator - NMSU); 
Mike Brown, Orlando Padilla 
and Sam King (students who 
fabricated the mast), Garry 
Nielsen (NM DOT), Bill Stone 
(NGS Geodetic Advisor), and 
Robert Bilbao (NMSU Facili-
ties)   

Picture 2 - CORS Antenna and 
Mast on NMSU Wind Tunnel 
Research Building  

Photos by:  
Earl F. Burkholder 
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Installation of the equipment took longer than expected due to the efforts needed to find an  acceptable 
site (a preferred location on central campus was deemed not acceptable), obtaining permission to use 
the Wind Tunnel Research Building site, fabricating the mast, purchasing auxiliary equipment (antenna 
mount, uninterruptible power supply, lightning arrestor, etc), getting an internet connection installed, and 
coordinating with NMSU facilities for mounting the mast, routing the cable through the wall, building a 
cabinet to house the receiver inside the Wind Tunnel Building, and grounding the lightning arrestor.  But, 
we are happy that the initial data look very good and we expect the NMSU CORS to collect reliable data 
for many years.

On 19 August 2010, the NMSU CORS started collecting data using preliminary configuration settings.  
The data file for each hour contains about 40 Kb.  On 26 August 2010 we changed the configuration to 
(among other things) record 1 second data.  Since then each hourly file contains about 400-500 Kb of data.  
Twenty four separate files are stored each day in a separate directory for each month.  The receiver has 
internal capacity for about 876 Mb which means the receiver will hold about 73 days worth of data.  The 
NGS requires us to store data locally for at least 30 days – no problem.  Once the NMSU CORS goes “on-
line,” the data files will be available through the NGS web site.  

What about back-up?  Currently no formal back-up plan exists.  However, as site operator, I can download 
the files via an ftp connection.  For now, I have downloaded the files for August and September 2010 onto 
my desktop computer.  On November 1, 2010, I will delete the files for August 2010 from the receiver.  
On December 1, 2010, the files for September 2010 will be deleted.  Eventually, the file-delete operation 
will be automated.  Until we get a formal back-up plan in place and the file-delete operation automated, 
the files will continue to be backed up manually.  

A more formal back-up option will be to store archive files at NMSU.  The data files will be available pri-
marily for student use and processing but other users could have access to the data as well.  Such details 
will be shared once they are available.  In the meantime, anyone needing those archived files can request 
them from me (Earl F. Burkholder) at (eburk@globalcogo.com).  For now, the NMSU CORS data are being 
collected by the receiver and downloaded directly to NGS.  Once the position is computed and published and 
daily solutions generated, the NMSU CORS will become a formal part of the NGS CORS network.  Δ

Ty Trammell, LSIT

Technical Sales Geomatics, NM & TX

Cell 575 921 3779
Fax 505 345 3499
E-mail ty.trammell@leicaus.com
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412 N. Dal Paso 

Hobbs, NM 88240 

Tel: (575) 393-3117 

Fax: (575) 393-3450

www.jwsc.biz
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National Metric Week

Doug Critchfield, LS

It slipped by quietly last month. The week of October 10-16, 2010, was National Metric Week. This is 
the 35th year honoring the metric system with its own special week. The National Council of Teachers 
of Mathematics (NCTM) created the initiative in 1976 as a way of encouraging educators to develop 
metric awareness.

Each year National Metric Week occurs on the week containing the tenth day of the tenth month. Ironi-
cally, however, the decimal appearance of the date 10/10/10 is an illusion. Years are split into twelfths, 
and only four months of the twelve comprise a number of days evenly divided by ten. While the date 
provides a convenient metaphor for the NCTM campaign, it is also a subtle reminder that there will 
always be a few things which are resistant to decimalization. 

In 1795 France officially adopted the metric system. They also mandated a 10-hour day, and a 10-day 
week. The metric system eventually succeeded in becoming a world-wide standard, but the attempt to 
decimalize time and date failed right from the start. The overwhelming popularity of a 24-hour day and 
a 7-day week was too strong a force to be overcome by bureaucratic decree. 

The French Revolutionary clock, which 
divided the day into ten hours, fell into 
obsolescence because its proponents were 
outnumbered. The majority of citizens in 
18th Century France preferred the tradi-
tional 24-hour day.
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Times have changed. Today, the overwhelmingly popular and time-honored tradition is the metric 
system itself. America is the only major country in the world which has yet to adopt the metric system. 
We are outnumbered, yet we cling to our Imperial units as if we were clinging to an antiquated 10-hour 
clock. 

Internationally, business is conducted in metric units, but here at home we still buy ice cream by the 
half-gallon, put on weight by the pound, and break the speed limit in miles per hour. The day is long 
overdue for America to switch to the metric system. It may not happen tomorrow, or next week, but 
when the switch does finally occur it is bound to have ramifications for the American surveyor. 

Land surveyors have a vested interest in systems of measurement, both metric and English. Our elec-
tronic distance meters (EDM) and the Global Positioning System (GPS) are calibrated to work in meters, 
but on the other hand much of our land boundary records are recorded in English units. With a vast 
archive of American land records recorded in English units, there is certainly a plausible argument for 
avoiding metrication, and for retaining our English system of measurement, at least as far as it pertains 
to the measurement of land.

History has shown that some units, like days and weeks, are resistant to decimalization. Likewise, some 
linear units which are in use today are prime candidates for successfully resisting the decimalized metric 
system. When America finally switches to the metric system, it is a safe bet that automobile manufacturers 
will continue to build cars with 15-inch wheels, and that trains will still run on standard-gauge tracks. If 
there are always going to be a few English islands in the sea of metric measurement, then maybe, just 
maybe, surveyors have a chance to keep our venerated English units of land measure. 

The counter-argument to the notion that surveyors retain the old system of chains, feet and acres, how-
ever, is that a national switch to the metric system is essential if America wishes to stay competitive 
and keep up with the rest of the world. American science, engineering, and technology have already 
advanced to metric measure. Lacking decisive leadership in Washington, who is going to lead the rest 
of the country in changing to the metric system? Who better than surveyors, the nation’s experts in land 
measurement technology?

Surveyors ought to be in the front rank of those spearheading the change to the metric system. It makes 
sense to switch to the metric system, and it makes sense to do so now. There is no logical excuse for 
procrastination. There are many benefits to be gained. It is worth considering, for example, how the 
metric system could streamline the curriculum of our public schools.

Math students in America are needlessly taught how to convert from English to metric and vice versa. 
They are idling away their time converting from pints to liters, from pounds to kilograms, and from 
Fahrenheit to Celsius. Meanwhile, students in Japan, China and India are learning how to solve qua-
dratic equations. It is no wonder that American students are falling behind in the subjects of math and 
science.

Surveyors, more than the average citizen, can fully appreciate the benefits to be gained by switching 
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to the metric system. The beauty and efficiency of the metric system is nowhere more evident than 
when using a map.

I sometimes log waypoints in the lat-long format, for example, on my hand-held GPS receiver. I can 
then plot those points on a 1:24,000 scale USGS topo map using whatever graduated scale is handy. 
But the process is cumbersome and time consuming. It usually involves working fractions, or aligning 
a scale diagonally on the map in order to properly adjust the coordinates to the scale of the map.

By comparison, using a 100K scale map is a breeze. Configure a GPS receiver to store waypoints as 
UTM coordinates, and all you need is a millimeter scale to plot points directly on the map. Everything 
falls neatly into place. There is no need for mathematical reductions. The map has a decimal scale, the 
GPS receiver stores metric coordinates, and a dime-store ruler suffices to precisely lay out coordinates 
at the scale of one kilometer per centimeter.

Surveyors are among those who best recognize these advantages of the metric system. We should be 
leading the country toward metrication, not slowing the process down by clinging to the antiquated 
units of foot and chain. 

I don’t suggest that we can do it alone, nor do I believe that change can happen overnight, but there are 
some things that we can do. We could start by officially quantifying our standards, specifications and 
positional accuracies in metric units. We could also offer metric units as an option on our services and 
deliverables, and encourage our clients to accept them. Just tell them that everyone is going metric, and 
that we hate to see them left behind.

If you need some justification for using meters, centimeters and millimeters, refer to the Metric Act of 
1866, codified as 15 USC 204, as amended in 2007:

 “It shall be lawful throughout the United States of America to employ the    
 weights and measures of the metric system; and no contract or dealing,    
 or pleading in any court, shall be deemed invalid or liable to objection 
 because the weights or measures expressed or referred to therein are     
 weights or measures of the metric system.”

Or the metric Conversion Act of 1975, 15 USC 205b:
 “It is therefore the declared policy of the United States-- 

 (1) to designate the metric system of measurement as the preferred     
 system of weights and measures for United States trade and commerce…’’ 

Whether the average American finally converts to metric measure as the preferred standard, or rather 
how soon he does so, will depend on his willingness to accept change. People tend to avoid change, 
but American people, at least historically, have bucked that tendency. Consider the fact that it only took 
193 years for Americans to successfully ditch King George III, abolish black slavery, conquer, pave 
and electrify half a continent, and then put a man on the moon, to boot. Historically, Americans have 
thrived on change. To a certain degree we still do, and always will.   
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One day this past summer I pulled into a truck stop along Interstate 40. As I headed toward the restroom I 
had to squeeze through a crowd of truckers. The glass-walled TV room was packed to overflowing, and TV 
watchers spilled into the hallway. Over a sea of heads, some wearing ball caps, and some wearing cowboy 
hats, I could see the big-screen TV. Everyone was watching World Cup Soccer.

America has gone through yet another change. We have finally joined the rest of the world by embracing, 
with enthusiasm, the sport of soccer. After encountering those truckers, all watching a soccer game, and 
some stretching their necks to see it, the thought occurred to me that maybe, likewise, we Americans are not 
too far away from joining the rest of the world in adopting the metric system. One day soon we may finally 
make the leap, give up our dual-unit packaging labels, and throw away our metric conversion tables.

That day will come, but only if someone is willing to lead the way. As surveyors, we have the perfect op-
portunity to join the leadership. We have the tools, the knowledge, the aptitude and the opportunity. Our 
EDMs and our GPS receivers are already working in meters. What are we waiting for? Are we going to 
cling to the comfort and familiarity of the foot and chain, and simply hope that the meter will go away like 
a bad dream, or a passing fad, or the 10-hour clock? 

Surveyors can switch to using the metric system in a heartbeat, and not even break a sweat. The hard part 
will be convincing our clients that our contracts and dealings are not, “…liable to objection…” and that, 
“…the metric system of measurement [is] the preferred system of weights and measures for United States 
trade and commerce…”

Assuming that surveyors do stand up and join in the lead, what will it take to get the rest of America to 
switch to the metric system with its user-friendly decimal units? That, I am sure, will only be a matter of 
time, as measured in 24-hour days, seven-day weeks, decimal years, and twelfths…  Δ

W. & L. E. Gurley began making metric chains 
in the 1870s, later explaining that the French 
meter was “very generally used as a standard 
in South America.” This chain has 50 links 
made of No. 12 steel wire, brass handles and 
tallies, and measures 10 meters overall. The 
links and rings are brazed shut.

Inscription: W. & L. E. GURLEY TROY, N.Y.; 
10 M STEEL No. 12

From the Smithsonian collection
National Museum of American History
Behring Center
Catalogue number: 1994.0280.02
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W. & L.E. Gurley and the 

Arms Circular Dividing Engine
-Geoff Miller-

 This summer I made another pilgrimage to Albany, New York, the town where I was born.  One rainy 
day, when the fishing was poor, I made a much anticipated excursion to the nearby city of Troy.  There were 
two reasons for this side trip:  I wanted to see an important artifact that had recently been placed in a local 
museum, and I wanted to learn more about an historic company that I feel is of great importance to early 
land surveyors of the American West.  In my efforts to learn more about these subjects, I was extremely 
fortunate to have made the acquaintance of two very knowledgeable individuals.
 Tom Carroll is the executive director of the Hudson Mohawk Industrial Gateway which owns and 
operates the Burden Iron Works Museum in South Troy; a museum dedicated to the region’s industrial 
history.  He is unparalleled in his knowledge of Troy’s history and the technological development that oc-
curred in what can best be described as the “Silicon Valley” of the 19th century.
 Bill Skerritt is a widely published expert on antique surveying instruments.  He is also the world’s 
foremost authority on the numerous makers of surveying instruments in the Troy area (in particular W. & 
L.E. Gurley) and has cataloged one of the most important collections of surveying instruments in the U.S.; 
the Charles E. Smart collection, now in the possession of the New York State Museum.  These two men 
provided the bulk of the historic and technical information included in this article.

I. The Founding of a Business1,2

 In 1808, a tall, broad-shouldered, fellow moved his family from Mansfield Connecticut to an area 
destined to become known as the nation’s industrial gateway.  The man’s name was Colonel Benjamin 
Hanks, and the place where he hoped to achieve greater prosperity was at the confluence of the Mohawk 
and Hudson rivers in northeastern New York.  The Hanks clan were founders; manufacturers of bells, 
bronze canons, and scientific instruments.  Upon arrival in New York, colonel Hanks helped his son Julius 
open a foundry in the area known as Gibbonsville, later West Troy, on the west bank of the Hudson river.  
Today that area is incorporated into the City of Watervliet.  In 1825 Julius moved the business to the east 
bank of the river, into the city of Troy proper, and nine years later passed the reigns of the family’s shop 
into the hands of his capable son Oscar.
 Colonel Hanks’ choice of location was anything but random.  On one hand, although Troy sits up-
river about 140 miles from the Atlantic Ocean, the mighty Hudson is still tidal at that point, and its deep 
central channel makes it navigable to large ships.  He would thus have no trouble acquiring the heavy 
copper alloys, produced in other parts of the world, which he needed to fuel his business.  In addition, and 
perhaps not coincidentally, the same year Hanks moved to Troy a proposal to build a grand canal across 
the state of New York was announced.  Considerable thought had been given in Washington and elsewhere 
as to how to bring agricultural products, lumber, and coal quickly and cheaply from the nation’s interior to 
established settlements and manufacturing centers near the coast.  The major obstacle to such commerce was 
the nearly unbroken chain of mountains running from Georgia to Maine just a few hundred miles inland.  
However, one distinct gap exists in that rugged topography.  Nestled between the Catskill Mountains
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to the south and the Adirondacks to the north, the Mohawk River flows east from its origins near Lake 
Ontario to its confluence with the Hudson.  Construction of the Erie Canal through this gap in the moun-
tains would ultimately provide a direct water route from the Hudson River to Lake Erie. Troy sat at the 
crossroads of these two vital waterways.  Businesses situated there could receive or ship raw materials and 
finished goods north-south by ship between the port of New York and Troy, or they could be transported 
east-west via barge canal to and from Great Lakes and the heart of the growing nation.  When the Erie 
Canal was completed in 1825, the Hanks family’s stars were in perfect alignment.  Their business had 
transformed into one that produced precise surveying instruments, there was rapidly increasing demand 
for their products, and they were perfectly situated to deliver them in timely fashion.
 In 1816, Ephraim Gurley, a friend of Benjamin Hanks back in Mansfield, was enticed by the 
latter to move to Troy, NY.  The first of Ephraim’s sons, William, was born there in 1821.  Soon after 
his graduation from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1839, William began to work for Oscar Hanks.  
Just prior to the start of William’s apprenticeship, another of Hanks’ employees, a talented craftsman 
named Jonas Phelps, left the Hanks operation to open his own instrument shop just a few blocks away.  
Five years later William Gurley and Jonas Phelps went into partnership as ‘Phelps and Gurley’ while 
Oscar Hanks closed his shop and moved to Connecticut.  When William Gurley’s younger brother Lewis 
Ephraim Gurley graduated from Union College in 1851with his degree in Civil Engineering, he joined 
the company which then altered its name slightly to ‘Phelps and Gurleys’.  Within the next year the 
Gurley brothers had bought-out Phelps’ interest in the company and the firm became the well known 
‘W. & L.E. Gurley’.
 The Gurley brothers lost no time expanding their business.  They immediately bought the property 
that Hanks had vacated on Fulton Street in Troy, and moved their operation away from Phelps’ old shop 
near the river.  They made extensive additions to the Hanks property, constructing a four-story factory 
building.  In the next ten years they expanded their instrument line, and in 1855 began publication of 
their famous instrument manual.  So complete and detailed was this publication that many universities 
actually used it as a textbook.3

  On May 10, 1862, tragedy struck Troy, New York.  A devastating fire swept through town.  It 
destroyed most of the city and turned the Gurley factory into a charred ruin.  However, in a remarkable 
example of perseverance and resilience, the Gurley brothers turned disaster into opportunity.  Within 
a week they had set up operations at another site and began filling orders. They immediately rebuilt, 
overseeing the construction of a massive four-story edifice specially tailored to fit the needs of their 
business.  On December 10, 1862, only seven months after the fire, W. & L.E. Gurley went back into 
production in their new building.  The building, as it looks today, is shown in Figure 1.
 A major reason why the Gurley enterprise was so successful derived from how the brothers orga-
nized their operation.  In what is best described as a prelude to the modern assembly line, they employed 
skilled craftsmen to oversee the manufacture of specific parts of their instruments in different areas of 
the building.  Thus, specialists would oversee foundry operations in the basement, ruling and engraving 
operations on the first floor, and conduct machining, assembly, and adjustment tasks in various parts of 
the upper floors.

II. The Arms Era

 In 1862, the same year of the great Troy fire, a precocious seventeen-year-old became W.&L.E. 
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Gurley’s newest employee.  Recognizing Edward Wright Arms as a true diamond in the rough, the 
Gurleys sent him to Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute to be trained as an Engineer.  For an astounding 
seventy-two years, from 1862 to 1934, Arms was one of Gurley’s most celebrated figures.  During most 
of his tenure he was their chief engineer.  He was responsible for many improvements in their products, 
garnering numerous patents.  He led the development of the first transit made out of aluminum, and 
patented the well-known “basket” standard for their transit alidades, a design constructed from a single 
casting that is light and strong.
 In 1883 Arms completed what was perhaps his most important achievement; a new automated 
circular dividing engine.  The instrument was recently moved to the Burden Ironworks Museum just off 
of Polk Street in south Troy.  It is in the process of being fully restored by a talented engineer named 
Euan Somerscales.  During my visit last August, the mechanism that operates the cutting arm was work-
ing smoothly, but had yet to be linked to the tangent screw that turns the circular table.  Figure 2 shows 
the upper workings of the device.  An alignment microscope is visible in the left of the photo and the 
cutting arm is on the right.  The scale of the unit can be inferred from the transit circle mounted in the 
center.
 The Arms engine was significant because of its extraordinary precision and speed.  The reputation 
and competitiveness of W.&L.E. Gurley, and for that matter all makers of surveying instruments, depended 
upon the precision and accuracy of their products, and the speed with which they could be produced.4  
The rulings of their horizontal transit circles were therefore the heart and soul of their business.  Arms 
ensured that Gurley’s reputation remained unparalleled as evidenced by the following excerpt from an 
autobiographical memoir of his:5

In 1865, the firm (W.&L.E. Gurley) bought an uncompleted circular dividing engine from their 
predecessor, Jonas Phelps, who had spent several years on it.  I was permitted to finish it.  I dis-
carded the tracer and designed an entirely different carriage, which was used until 1882.  It may be 
of interest to tell how the master dial was constructed when I designed a different pattern that was 
finished in 1883.  It was entirely automatic and made cuts three times faster than existing engines.  
The casting was aged for two months, vibrated for a couple of days by blows of a small mallet.  An 
inlaid strip of silver was faced on its own centers.  Dismounted and graduated on the Phelps engine 
with fine lines into 2160 parts.  Each of these lines were [sic] calibrated and their value, in terms 
of the micrometer noted on a reel strip.  A circular plate of cast iron was machined and attached to 
the bed of the machine concentric with the dial.  Six microscopes were moveable around this plate 
and so adjusted that value of all six filar micrometers were equal.  Starting at zero, the value of the 
opposite division or 180º mark was established by many reversals and reduced by method of least 
squares.  The quadrants were then found by subdividing until all four were equal.  Bisecting and 
trisecting was continued, the opposites always noted until the value of each of the 2160 division 
lines were [sic] tabulated.  The dial was then gashed by a revolving cutter set at the proper helical 
angle, the dial being moved for each cut to its correct value.  This was repeated for another round 
with a finishing cut.  A hardened ground hob, which was used for the tangent was then thrown into 
mesh and lapped in with rouge and oil for several turns.  The maximum error proved to be 1.8 
seconds which was pretty good for those days. 
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 Parts of the above passage are better understood with a bit more historical background.  Jonas 
Phelps had moved to Connecticut after selling his share of ‘Phelps and Gurleys’.  In lieu of retirement 
he had gone into business for himself; continuing to produce high-precision instruments.  In order to 
remain competitive in his field, Phelps was making his own circular dividing engine.  The Gurley broth-
ers were admiring of Phelps’ talents, and upon learning of his death in 1864, they immediately offered 
to buy his uncompleted ruling engine.  By early 1865 they had installed it in their Troy facility.  William 
Gurley and Arms completed the Phelps engine which was then used by the firm at least until about 1882.  
In 1883 Arms and William Gurley put the finishing touches on a new dividing engine; the one pictured 
in Figure 2.  Based loosely on the Phelps design, it undoubtedly includes many design improvements, 
many of them suggested by William Gurley following a fact-finding trip to Europe from which he had 
just returned.
  
W.&L.E. Gurley flourished in the latter part of the 19th century.  In an 1888 description of the company 
one can appreciate the scale with which they were producing instruments:6

The various departments are admirably equipped with the latest improved machinery, tools 
and appliances known to the trade.  The machinery includes twelve graduating engines, 
six of which are automatic, three engraving and figuring machines, and more than one 
hundred first-class lathes. One hundred highly skilled and experienced mechanics and 
workmen are employed and the machinery is driven by a powerful steam-engine.

It is perhaps important to mention why the W.&L.E. Gurley company is of interest and importance to the 
New Mexico surveying community.  First and foremost, Gurley was the largest manufacturer of surveying 
instruments in the United States throughout the second half of the nineteenth century.  They also were 
particularly responsive to the needs of those conducting surveys of the Public Lands.  In 1858 Gurley of-
fered for sale a solar compass in response to the authorized use, in the 1855 GLO manual, of “Burt’s solar 
compass”.  In 1874 Gurley began selling transits equipped with Burt solar attachments; a design patented 
by William Schmolz in 1867.  Beginning in 1876 Gurley sold their famous Light Mountain Transit, an 
instrument ideally suited for use in carving-out townships and sections in mountainous terrain.

  

Figure 1:  The W.&L.E. Gurley Building today (view is looking northeast) 

Figure 1:  

The W.&L.E. Gurley Building today 
(view is looking northeast)
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 What has become of this fine company?  Through the second World War W.&L.E. Gurley prospered 
as a maker of surveying instruments, but that part of their business soon fell on hard times.  Production of 
high quality, competitively priced instruments in Europe and Japan took away valuable market share.  In 
1968 W.&L.E. Gurley was bought by the Teledyne Corporation, a large conglomerate headquartered in 
California.  What then became known as “Teledyne-Gurley” continued to produce surveying instruments 
until 1980.  In 1993 Teledyne sold the Troy facility to entrepreneurs who now produce high-precision 
measurement equipment under the name “Gurley Precision Instruments” (GPI).  Ironically, as one of its 
major product lines, GPI makes precise optical encoders, the technology employed for angular measure-
ment in modern electronic theodolites and total stations.  In addition to encoders used to control and 
monitor position and speed in machine operations, GPI makes digital readout systems, hydrologic flow 
meters, paper testing equipment, and precise optographic products (vacuum deposited metal patterns on 
glass).  All of this work is done in the same building that William and Lewis Ephraim Gurley built back 
in 1862.  Δ
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“Surveyor’s Story is Set in Stone”
John B. Stahl, PLS, CFedS.

There are times when opportunities arise to take part in something bigger than ourselves.  The opportuni-
ties never seem to come at an opportune time, always seem to take more time than you can afford, and cost 
you more than you’re willing to spend.  We can choose to let those opportunities slip away as missed, or 
we can commit ourselves to the cause in spite of the cost.  NSPS, at the urging of several of its members, 
spearheaded a project commemorating the history of the surveys which established the location of the only 
point in our nation where four states are joined.

The Four Corners Monument is a bit of an anomaly located in a remote part of the Colorado plateau, a 
high desert area with deep canyons carved through high mesas.  The corner lies at the epicenter of a region 
framed by four sacred mountains which bring a sense of spiritual significance to the man-made intersec-
tion, a confluence so to speak; a confluence of four states and two nations, formed within one larger nation.  
The significance of the corner is obvious to the thousands of visitors each year who are drawn to witness 
the uniqueness of the place.

Sleeping Ute Mountain (pictured above), located on the northern edge of the Ute Mountain Ute Reservation 
in southwestern Colorado, rests as a sentinel familiar to the centuries of hunter-gatherer bands of Ancient 
Puebloans followed by the Diné, Ute and other indigenous people now living throughout the once unclaimed 
region.  Spanish explorers passed within view of Ship Rock (Tsé Bit’a’í) as early as 1540 during their brief 
visit to the land, laying their claim as if the land waited for them alone to discover, a claim defeated during 
the Mexican war of independence in 1821.  

Mormon Pioneers, settling beyond the reach of the Mexican 
and United States governments, included the boundless 
region as part of their self-proclaimed State of Deseret in 
1849.  The Mormons claimed jurisdiction over parts of what 
are now Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, Idaho, 
Oregon and Nevada, as well as all of Utah, and extended 
their claim westward to the Pacific Ocean in southern Cali-
fornia.  The region was ceded to the U.S. by the treaty of 
Guadalupe Hidalgo six months later.  E.R. Verner Map 1940.
The Compromise of 1850 created, by five consecutive Acts of Congress, the State of California and the 
territories of Utah and New Mexico establishing an east-west line of latitude dividing the free north from 
the slave south along the 37th parallel of latitude.  The creation of the Colorado Territory in 1861 formed 
the intersection point which would finally become the Four Corners by creation of the Arizona Territory 
in 1863.  

U.S. Surveyor Ehud N. Darling surveyed the 37th parallel beginning at the northeast corner of New Mexico 
and extending a line 8,192 feet west of what is now the Four Corners Monument.  Darling’s line was chal-
lenged by a “technically more precise” running of the 37th parallel in 1903 by U.S. Surveyor Howard B. 
Carpenter.  Carpenter reported that the Darling line had been run erroneously, rejected Darling’s monuments 
by obliterating the markings on the stones and resetting them several hundred feet to the north.  
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Carpenter’s survey was accepted by a joint resolution of Congress but was vetoed by President Theodore 
Roosevelt in 1908.  A 1919 lawsuit between the states of New Mexico and Colorado was brought before 
the Supreme Court of the United States to settle the boundary location.   The court put the matter to rest in 
1925 by soundly defeating Carpenter’s line which, “taken as a whole, its effect, if established as the bound-
ary, would be to transfer a large strip of territory from Colorado to New Mexico, including the greater 
portions	of	one	town	and	two	villages,	and	five	post	offices.”  The court recognized that “from 1868, when 
Darling ran and marked the line of the 37th parallel, to 1919, when this suit was brought, a period of more 
than half a century, his line was recognized and acquiesced in, successively, as the boundary between the 
two Territories.”  1

The official corner position was determined by survey in 1875 by U.S. Surveyor Chandler Robbins.  The 
four-way corner position, created by Act of Congress on February 24, 1863, and signed by President Abraham 
Lincoln, extended the western boundary of the Colorado Territory southward between Arizona and New 
Mexico along the 32nd meridian of longitude west of the Washington Meridian.  The Washington Meridian 
bisected the old Naval Observatory dome in Washington, D.C.  Robbins recognized that the true longitude 
of the boundary, based 32 degrees west of the Washington Meridian, corresponded with a longitude of 109 
degrees 02 minutes 59.25 seconds west of the Greenwich Prime Meridian.

Robbins was instructed to base his survey on the known longitude of the needle point of Ship Rock deter-
mined by the U.S. Geographical survey team during their survey of the 100th Meridian under the charge of 
First Lieutenant George Wheeler in 1874.  Robbins triangulated a position west of Ship Rock, extended 
his line 11.6 miles west to the 32nd meridian, then ran north 21 miles and intersected the 37th parallel es-
tablished by Darling.  The corner position determined by Robbins was monumented with a seven-foot tall 
sandstone marker at a position which has been faithfully perpetuated to this day.  Robbins’ final position, 
according to today’s measurements with much advanced GPS technology, is reported as 36°59’56.31570” 
north latitude and 109°02’42.62076” longitude using the North American Datum of 1983 (2007) of the 
National Spatial Reference System. 2  Robbins’ position for the Four Corners Monument reflects an as-
tounding achievement, especially considering the instruments and technology available in such a remote 
setting nearly one and one-half centuries ago.

1  State of New Mexico v. State of Colorado, 45 S. Ct. 202, 267 U.S. 30 (U.S. 01/26/1925) 
2  NGS Datasheet PID AD9256; National Geodetic Survey (2010-10-15)

At Four Corners, H.S. Poley (1908), courtesy of Denver Public Library.

Ship Rock, NM.
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surface.  Connections were observed for the corner position by E.B. Latham of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey in 1934 as 36°59’56.30” latitude and 109°02’40.24” longitude according to the North American 
Datum of 1927.

The Bureau of Land Management and the Bureau of Indian Affairs poured a concrete pad around the Kim-
mell monument in 1962.  In 1992, a 200 square foot plaza was constructed around the Kimmell monu-
ment which was officially replaced with a bronze disc by BLM Cadastral Surveyors Darryl Wilson and 

parallel established by Darling.  The corner position determined by 
Robbins was monumented with a seven-foot tall sandstone marker 
at a position which has been faithfully perpetuated to this day.  
Robbins’ final position, according to today’s measurements with 
much advanced GPS technology, is reported as 36°59’56.31570” 
north latitude and 109°02’42.62076” longitude using the North 
American Datum of 1983 (2007) of the National Spatial Reference 
System.2  Robbins’ position for the Four Corners Monument reflects 
an astounding achievement, especially considering the instruments and technology available in such a 
remote setting nearly one and one-half centuries ago. 

An 1899 survey by Hubert Page and James Lentz recovered the Robbins stone broken in pieces and 
rehabilitated it with a new stone pillar.  The Page-Lentz stone was recovered “in good state of 

preservation” in 1915 by U.S. Surveyor Clayton R. Burt during 
the retracement of the boundary line between Utah and 
Colorado.  On October 23, 1931, however, U.S. Surveyor 
Everett H. Kimmell found the Page-Lentz monument “broken 
in four pieces with the lower end still firmly set in the 
ground.”  As Kimmell excavated the hole to rehabilitate the 
monument, he found an 8x6x5 inch memorial stone set 
below the base marked “37°NL 32°WL” and “1875”.  Kimmell 
set a “regulation U.S. General Land Office brass tablet set in 
a concrete monument, 14 ins. square at top, 28 ins. square 
at base, 56 ins. long, 38 ins. in the ground” with a tablet set 
in concrete 40 inches below the ground surface.  
Connections were observed for the corner position by E.B. 

Latham of the U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey in 1934 as 36°59’56.30” latitude and 109°02’40.24” 
longitude according to the North American Datum of 1927. 

The Bureau of Land Management and the Bureau 
of Indian Affairs poured a concrete pad around 
the Kimmell monument in 1962.  In 1992, a 200 
square foot plaza was constructed around the 
Kimmell monument which was officially replaced 
with a bronze disc by BLM Cadastral Surveyors 
Darryl Wilson and Jack Eaves.  Over the years, a 
variety of minor upgrades and retrofits were 
made to the area surrounding the monument 
including the addition of plywood vendor booths 
for marketing Native American jewelry, art and 

                                                            

2  NGS Datasheet PID AD9256; National Geodetic Survey (2010-10-15) 
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Four Corners Monument, circa 1930.

An 1899 survey by Hubert Page and James Lentz recovered the 
Robbins stone broken in pieces and rehabilitated it with a new 
stone pillar.  The Page-Lentz stone was recovered “in good state 
of preservation” in 1915 by U.S. Surveyor Clayton R. Burt during 
the retracement of the boundary line between Utah and Colorado.  
On October 23, 1931, however, U.S. Surveyor Everett H. Kim-
mell found the Page-Lentz monument “broken in four pieces 
with the lower end still firmly set in the ground.”  As Kimmell 
excavated the hole to rehabilitate the monument, he found an 
8x6x5 inch memorial stone set below the base marked “37°NL 
32°WL” and “1875”.  Kimmell set a “regulation U.S. General 
Land Office brass tablet set in a concrete monument, 14 ins. 
square at top, 28 ins. square at base, 56 ins. long, 38 ins. in the 
ground” with a tablet set in concrete 40 inches below the ground

Four Corners Monument circa 1992.

Jack Eaves.  Over the years, a variety of minor up-
grades and retrofits were made to the area surround-
ing the monument including the addition of plywood 
vendor booths for marketing Native American jewelry, 
art and pottery to the hundreds of daily visitors from 
around the world who stop to experience the unique 
ability to be in four places at once.

The Four Corners Heritage Council (FCHC) was 
formed in 1991 by the governors of the four states to 
manage and promote the cultural resources in the Four 
Corners area.  Its mission is to promote partnerships 
in heritage resource tourism, education, interpreta-
tion and preservation.  The council is comprised of 
representatives of each state, the BLM, Forest Service, National Park Service and the Navajo Nation.  Care 
and management of the Four Corners area have since been shared by cooperative effort of the tribal nations 
and government agencies.

pottery to the hundreds of daily visitors from around the world who stop to experience the unique 
ability to be in four places at once. 

The Four Corners Heritage Council (FCHC) was formed in 1991 by the governors of the four states to 
manage and promote the cultural resources in the Four Corners area.  Its mission is to promote 
partnerships in heritage resource tourism, education, interpretation and preservation.  The council is 
comprised of representatives of each state, the BLM, Forest Service, National Park Service and the 
Navajo Nation.  Care and management of the Four Corners area have since been shared by cooperative 
effort of the tribal nations and government agencies. 

Through persistence and determination over a 19-year 
pursuit, the FCHC was able to achieve the cooperative 
agreement of the four state legislatures, the BLM, Forrest 
Service, U.S. Congress, and both tribal nations to commit 
over $2.3 million for upgrading the Four Corners Monument 
with a complete reconstruction of the monument access, 
new vendor booths, and an interpretive center complete 
with electricity, running water and flush toilets.  From May 
through September of 2010 thousands of dismayed and 
disappointed visitors were met by a locked gate announcing 
the “Four Corners Monument CLOSED due to construction.” 

The reconstruction project presented a unique opportunity to retell the story of the surveys and 
surveyors and their role in determining the position of the Four Corners Monument.  As interest in the 
Four Corners history hastened, a report broke loose on April 20th, 2009, by a Salt Lake City newsperson.  
A local historian and a geologist informed the reporter that a survey performed by the National 
Geodetic Survey involving GPS observations made on April 10, 2008, had disclosed a “mistake” in the 
placement of the monument, missing the intended position of 37 degrees latitude and 109 degrees 
longitude where the corner of Utah was “supposed to be.”3  The misinformation was confirmed by a 
member of the Utah Association of Geocachers by using hand-held GPS units and two internet sites, 
Google Earth and the Great Circle Calculator.4  Rumors quickly spread across the AP wire that the Four 
Corners Monument was 2.5 miles off of its “intended position,” and that visitors to the monument 
might not actually be standing in the right spot.   

Dave Doyle, chief geodetic surveyor of the NGS, responded to the misinformation being disseminated in 
an attempt to explain that the 109th meridian was never intended to be the boundary and that the 
monument was really located 1,807.14 feet in the opposite direction reported.  While newspapers in 
Colorado retracted the original story, this information only confirmed, in the Salt Lake reporter’s mind, 
that the “Four Corners Monument is indeed off the mark.”5  On May 15th, 2009, Bill Stone, NGS New 

                                                            

3 Cabrero, Alex, (04-20-2009). Four Corners monument not historically correct; KSL TV News 
4 Arave, Lynn, (04-20-2009). Four Corners marker 2 ½ miles off? Too Late; Deseret News 
5 Arave, Lynn, (04-23-2009). Four Corners Monument is indeed off mark; Deseret News 
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Through persistence and determination over a 19-year pursuit, the 
FCHC was able to achieve the cooperative agreement of the four 
state legislatures, the BLM, Forrest Service, U.S. Congress, and both 
tribal nations to commit over $2.3 million for upgrading the Four 
Corners Monument with a complete reconstruction of the monu-
ment access, new vendor booths, and an interpretive center complete 
with electricity, running water and flush toilets.  From May through
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September of 2010 thousands of dismayed and disappointed visitors were met by a locked gate announc-
ing the “Four Corners Monument CLOSED due to construction.”

The reconstruction project presented a unique opportunity to retell the story of the surveys and surveyors 
and their role in determining the position of the Four Corners Monument.  As interest in the Four Corners 
history hastened, a report broke loose on April 20th, 2009, by a Salt Lake City newsperson.  A local historian 
and a geologist informed the reporter that a survey performed by the National Geodetic Survey involving 
GPS observations made on April 10, 2008, had disclosed a “mistake” in the placement of the monument, 
missing the intended position of 37 degrees latitude and 109 degrees longitude where the corner of Utah 
was “supposed to be.” 1   The misinformation was confirmed by a member of the Utah Association of Geo-
cachers by using hand-held GPS units and two internet sites, Google Earth and the Great Circle Calculator.2    
Rumors quickly spread across the AP wire that the Four Corners Monument was 2.5 miles off of its “intended 
position,” and that visitors to the monument might not actually be standing in the right spot.  

Dave Doyle, chief geodetic surveyor of the NGS, responded to the misinformation being disseminated in 
an attempt to explain that the 109th meridian was never intended to be the boundary and that the monument 
was really located 1,807.14 feet in the opposite direction reported.  While newspapers in Colorado retracted 
the original story, this information only confirmed, in the Salt Lake reporter’s mind, that the “Four Corners 
Monument is indeed off the mark.”3   On May 15th, 2009, Bill Stone, NGS New Mexico Geodetic Advi-
sor, prepared a full report explaining “why the Four Corners Monument is in exactly the right place” and 
rebutting the errant reports that NGS had somehow claimed the monument in error.4  The serendipitous 
reporting had created an opportunity to tell the story of surveying to the world.  A few surveyors recognized 
the opportunity; an opportunity that wouldn’t be allowed to slip away.

Warren Ward, NSPS Governor from Colorado, on February 28, 2010, presented what seemed like a simple 
idea to pursue “some sort of official informative display” to give the tourists an opportunity to “learn basic 
facts about the original survey and the Supreme Court ruling.”   John Matonich, NSPS President, offered 
NSPS commitment to help.  Warren wondered if “some information could be presented for the public that 
would help communicate the facts about surveying and the legal location of monuments, on behalf of 
NSPS, at the site.”  Warren viewed the reconstruction project as presenting a unique opportunity to quell 
the “misrepresentation that the ‘surveyors goofed.’”  

By mid March, contact was made with the Navajo Parks and Recreation Department planning team and 
the plan set in full motion with support of the NSPS Board of Directors and the NSPS Foundation fund-
ing.  The planning team suggested that four stone monuments would be more appropriate for the design 
of the plaza.  A plan was devised to retain local Colorado artist, Christian Muller, to design and construct 
four stone monuments, one representing each of the four states, which would recite the true story of the 
creation and establishment of the Four Corners.  Warren spearheaded development of the wording for the 
stones, compiling suggestions from a number of surveyors, while Jason Emery, Boulder County Surveyor, 
donated his time as a professional artist to provide surveyor sketches to be etched onto the stones.

1  Cabrero, Alex, (04-20-2009). Four Corners monument not historically correct; KSL TV News
2  Arave, Lynn, (04-20-2009). Four Corners marker 2 ½ miles off? Too Late; Deseret News 
3  Arave, Lynn, (04-23-2009). Four Corners Monument is indeed off mark; Deseret News 
4  Stone, William (2010-15-09). Why the Four Corners Monument is in Exactly the Right Place,  
http://www.ngs.noaa.gov/web/about_ngs/previous_stories/index.shtml
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Nine	flags	fly	over	the	newly	constructed	plaza:	Utah,	Colorado,	Arizona,	
New Mexico, Navajo (3), Ute, and U.S.

Diné and Ute dancers.

On Friday, September 17, 2010, a dedication ceremony was 
held to recognize completion of the $1M first phase of con-
struction which included the monument plaza and one-third 
of the vendor booths, the remaining construction being slated 
for completion by February 2011. The NSPS commemorative 
stone monuments were placed during the final week prior to 
the dedication ceremony.  Members of the Southeast Diné 
Veterans Organizations joined by the Mesa Verde National 
Park superintendent, Cliff Spencer, hoisted nine flags over 
the monument as the 2010-2011 Miss Utah Navajo sang the 
national anthem in her native Navajo language.  Four flags 
represent each of the states, the Navajo Nation flag flies over 
the three states of New Mexico, Arizona and Utah, and the Ute 
Mountain Ute Reservation flag flies over Colorado, all flying 
under the flag of one nation, the U.S. flag.Flag raising over the new plaza.
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Terry Knight of the Ute Mountain Ute tribe described the Four Corners Monument as “not just a place where 
four states come together, but a sacred place where the energy comes from the four directions.”  Martin 
Begaye, Sr. Programs and Project Specialist for the Navajo Parks and Recreation Department, reflected 
that the federal government, four state governments, and two tribal nations had accomplished the task 
“not by treaty, but by partnership.”  All had “come together in a spirit of cooperation to achieve a common 
goal through volunteerism rather than force.”   Perhaps the words cast in the plaza concrete encircling the 
monument state it best, “four states here meet in freedom under God.”

Randy Bloom, chief cadastral surveyor of the BLM in Colorado, represented the NSPS when he assured 
the audience that the monument was, in fact, in exactly the right spot and not two miles away as recently 
misreported.  “The good news is this monument is truly in the right place,” Bloom said.  “The bad news 
is, I don’t care what your global positioning system says, we’re not going to move this thing.” 

I am certain that the stone monuments now erected at the site will tell the story of a proud profession of 
surveyors who forged our nation’s progress through history.  A profession that demonstrated an exacting 
fortitude and technical prowess needed to discover the position of a corner designated with indelible pre-
cision by Congress 1700 miles away.   A profession that inscribed a mark on the earth and set in stone the 
surveyor’s story for generations of visitors yet to come.   Δ

Written by: John B. Stahl, PLS, CFedS.  John is a registered professional land surveyor in the states of 
Utah and Montana, currently owning and operating Cornerstone Professional Land Surveys, Inc., and 
Cornerstone Land Consulting, Inc., in Salt Lake City.  Mr. Stahl specializes in surveying land boundar-
ies,	resolving	boundary	conflicts,	performing	title	and	historical	research,	land	boundary	consultation	
services, mediation and dispute resolution.  Mr. Stahl entertains invitational speaking engagements on a 
variety of surveying topics.  He can be contacted via his website at www.CPLSinc.com.

The surveyor’s story set in four stones.
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Greetings from the Student Chapter!  As it happens each year, school starts in August and by the time we 
look up, winter is right around the corner.  However, we’re not letting time pass us by without making 
some good use of it.  Many of our members showed up this Fall refreshed (or maybe worn out) from a 
summer working out in the field.  Students interned with a variety of private surveying/engineering firms 
as well as local, state, and federal agencies.  We built highways, staked out buildings, researched deeds, 
retraced boundaries, recovered old monuments and set new ones.  For those who were able to work in the 
field over the summer, they brought back a wealth of knowledge and experiences to share with everyone.

A few months back in the President’s Angle, Gary shared some thoughts from Michael Daly.  I’ve never 
met Michael, but something that he wrote struck a chord with me.  He wrote that the “organization must 
be VERY RELEVANT” to thrive.  With this in mind, we’ve been pushing to find ways to make the Student 
Chapter more relevant.  We need to be relevant to our members so that they will show up to our meetings, 
get involved with the activities, and get exposed to the opportunities that surround us.  We rely heavily on 
the local surveying community for support and thus we must be relevant to you.  As a chartered student 
organization we also rely on the university and must remain relevant in their eyes to obtain and continue 
the support that they offer.

This column is one avenue we are pursuing to reach out to and remain relevant to the surveying commu-
nity.  We want to keep you up to date with what we are doing as well as have a forum express ourselves and 
solicit input from all of you.  We would like to thank Benchmarks for allowing us this space and giving us 
the opportunity to reach out to you.  We would also like to thank all of the readers who have supported us 
throughout the years.  Whether it’s signing up to play in the golf tournament at the state conference, giving 
students work opportunities over the summer and after graduation, making donations to support our ef-
forts, or just sitting down and talking with a student at the conference, local chapter meeting, or anywhere 
we cross paths, the support of NMPS and its members is critical for us to thrive.

So what are we up to this year?  We kicked off the year by hosting Leica Geosystems for a day of hands on 
training with their RTK GPS and robotic total stations.  In order to keep up with what’s happening out in 
the “real world”, we are inviting guest speakers from a variety of areas within the profession.  A short pre-
sentation followed by a Q and A session will give us the opportunity to learn a little more about the needs 
and opportunities in various areas within the profession as well as give guests the opportunity to present 
their organization and their specific needs to the next generation of surveyors.  We welcome guests from 
all areas within the geospatial community so if you’re interested in coming in or have any input, please 
feel free to contact us.  As in previous years, we’re planning on sending a team to compete in the NSPS 
Student Competition.  This year’s competition is being held in Las Vegas at the CA/NV joint conference 
during March and the topic is Hydrographic Surveying.  In order to raise funds for the trip, we’re planning 
to offer a continuing education seminar as well as hosting the golf tournament at the NM state conference 
in April.  In an effort to be more involved with the local and university community, members are volun-
teering time for various community service projects both on campus and out in the greater southern NM 
area.

Please check in with us here to find out what’s going on with the Student Chapter and feel free to contact 
us with any comments.  Finally, we want to take one more opportunity to thank Benchmarks, NMPS, the 
Regional Chapters throughout the state, and all of the individual members for all of your support in the 
past and in the future.  It is through your generosity and the support of the profession that we have the 
opportunity to thrive!

Lee T Wilson
ACSM/NMPS Student Chapter President
acsmnmps@nmsu.edu

News from the Student Chapter
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Sustaining Membership 
The Sustaining Membership category is reserved for Professional Surveying Companies represented by a New Mexico Professional Surveyor and 

for individual New Mexico Professional Surveyors.  Please contact the NMPS office for more information or to upgrade your existing membership.

Thank you for  
  your support!

Tim Aldrich
Albuquerque, NM 87190

Alan Benham  
Albuquerque, NM 87109

Earl F. Burkholder
Las Cruces, NM 88003

Isaac Camacho 
Las Cruces, NM 88001

Scott Croshaw 
Albuquerque, NM 87109

Marc A. DePauli  
Gallup, NM 87301

Kery Greiner 
Mesilla Park, NM 88047

Ira Hardin 
Las Cruces, NM 88007

Jeffery Ludwig  
Santa Fe, NM 87504

Christopher A. Medina  
Corrales, NM 87048

Gary Robertson  
Carlsbad, NM 88220

Keith Stickford  
La Jara, NM 87027

Steve Toler  
Albuquerque, NM 87108

Salvador Vigil
Santa Fe, NM 87502

Klad Zimmerle  
Alamogordo, NM 88310

Sustaining Members   
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